In this paper, we convey the concept of first-order dominance (FOD) with particular focus on applications to multidimensional population welfare comparisons. We give an account of the fundamental equivalent definitions of FOD, illustrated with simple numerical examples. An implementable method for detecting dominances is explained along with a bootstrapping procedure that yields additional information relative to what can be obtained from dominance comparisons alone. We discuss strengths and weaknesses of FOD, compared to other multidimensional population comparison concepts, and describe practical tools that enable the reader to easily use it.
Introduction
A central question in applied welfare economics is how to make comparisons of population wellbeing across groups or over time. Appropriate comparison concepts have many potential uses. For example, if a study is able to detect that one population group is clearly worse off than another (i.e. is overall poorer or has less social welfare), society might wish to undertake policies aimed at narrowing this gap. Also, since reducing poverty or improving social welfare over time is often a key objective for public policies and reforms, the ability to make relevant comparisons over time is crucial for the formulation of meaningful goals and for policy evaluation.
The traditional approach to comparing population wellbeing is the use of a social welfare (or poverty) measure based on a one-dimensional individual wellbeing indicator, typically a monetary variable such as income or wealth. However, it has long been recognized that poverty and wellbeing are multidimensional phenomena, which are not adequately represented by a single income variable. As Sen (1976) points out, there is good reason to think that sometimes a richer person may have lower wellbeing than a poorer person, e.g. if he is disabled. This has given rise to numerous proposals of appropriate dimensions to include in multidimensional welfare analyses, including (but not restricted to) health and education (World Bank 1990) as well as standards of living (Sen 1988) to name a few.
Multidimensional welfare is often measured by aggregating multiple dimensions and weighting each dimension (see e.g. Alkire and Foster 2011; Roelen and Gassmann 2008; Rippin 2010) . The weighting is primarily made in order to reflect societal judgments about different dimensions as well as to be able to obtain a single measure of the welfare for a given population. This aggregation procedure enables the analyst to rank the populations. Furthermore, the approach is very convenient and can easily be justified when there exists a reasonably high degree of consensus about which weights should be applied. There is, however, no natural and generally agreed methodology to obtaining these weights. Often, it is not easy to say if one dimension is more important than another, and, even when it is, quantifying by how much is often very difficult and perhaps not even meaningful to people.
The challenges described above have motivated the development of methods for comparing population wellbeing, poverty, or inequality with multidimensional indicators that are methodologically 'robust' in the sense that the conclusions obtained do not rely on predetermined weights on each dimension. In the context of applied welfare economics, such methods were popularized by Atkinson and Bourguignon (1982) who showed how stochastic dominance techniques for comparisons of probability distributions can be used to make comparisons of populations across broad classes of underlying social welfare functions. Such techniques have been further refined and applied by, e.g., Atkinson and Bourguignon (1987) , Bourguignon (1989) , Atkinson (1992) , Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003) , Duclos et al. (2006 Duclos et al. ( , 2007 , Gravel et al. (2009) , Gravel and Mukhopadhyay (2010) , Muller and Trannoy (2011) , Gravel and Moyes (2012) , and many others.
These contributions apply dominance concepts that rely on assumptions that are typically formulated in terms of a specified sign on the second (and higher) order partial-or crossderivatives of the underlying individual utility function considered by a utilitarian planner. This leads to so-called lower-or upper-orthant dominance (or even more demanding concepts). For example, Duclos and Échevin (2011) assume substitutability between health and income, i.e. an underlying utility function with a negative cross partial derivative between health and income.
These concepts, while considerably more robust than methods relying on given weights, do not apply to ordinal data, where only the ranking of outcomes along each dimension is known to the analyst (based on a more-is-better assumption) but no information is available regarding for example the complementarity/substitutability relationship across the dimensions. However, data is often ordinal in nature. For example, the child is enrolled in school or not. Household sanitation facilities are adequate or not. The diet consumed by the household yesterday was adequate to meet nutritional needs or not. These are all examples of ordinal data with binary outcomes where, in each dimension, one outcome is unambiguously preferred to the other.
A natural concept for making comparisons of population distributions with multidimensional ordinal data is first-order dominance (FOD), also known as the usual (stochastic) order in the probability theory literature (see e.g. Shaked and Shanthikumar 2007) . A finite (population, probability) distribution A first-order dominates distribution B if one can obtain distribution B from A by shifting (population, probability) mass within A from preferred to less preferred outcomes (where a less preferred outcome is not better in any dimension and is strictly worse in at least one dimension). Hence, if one distribution first-order dominates another, it is unambiguously better than the other. Thus, under the assumption that outcomes within each distribution can be ranked (e.g. we prefer the child attending school as opposed to not), the FOD approach provides a maximally robust way of making comparisons of multidimensional welfare. Technically, it does so without making any assumptions on utility functions and/or social welfare functions other than a more-is-better assumption. No additional assumptions are required about the strength of preferences for each dimension, nor about the relative desirability of changes between levels within or between dimensions (Arndt et al. 2012 ).
The absence of restrictive assumptions in the FOD approach makes the concept intuitively appealing. However, maximal robustness comes at a cost. First, the result of comparing two distributions may be indeterminate. In other words, it may happen that distribution A does not dominate B and B does not dominate A. This makes the analyst unable to distinguish groups A and B according to wellbeing based on the selected indicators. Second, the FOD approach provides no information about whether a dominating distribution is slightly or substantially better than a dominated distribution. This paper will discuss a way of mitigating these costs by applying a bootstrapping approach that provides a measure for the probability of observing dominances under resampling. This can serve both as a robustness check for the magnitude of the dominances observed and for the probability of observing dominance. Furthermore, if one is willing to accept the likelihood of performing well in head-to-head comparisons with other groups as an indicator of the relative wellbeing of a group, a full ranking of the groups can be calculated (Arndt et al. 2016) .
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the theory of FOD with definitions and intuitive explanations using examples. Section 3 follows up with tools for implementing the procedure in practice. Section 4 discusses faster checking algorithms and an alternative dominance criterion than FOD and lastly, Section 5 sums up and concludes.
Theory and examples
This section provides the basic definitions and theory of the FOD approach, illustrated with some simple examples. Furthermore, a practical linear programming method for detecting dominances is described and the bootstrapping procedure is explained.
One-dimensional FOD
Suppose first that the outcome of interest is one-dimensional. The outcome could for example be individual income (or wealth). In this case there is a natural ordering of outcomes (assuming that a higher income is better), but only this single dimension is taken into account.
Notations and definitions
Let X denote a finite set of real-valued outcomes. Let the distribution of wellbeing of population A be described by a probability mass function 1 f over X, i.e. ∑ ( ) = 1 and ∑ ( ) ≥ 0 for all ∈ . Similarly, let the distributions of populations B and C be described by the probability mass functions g and h respectively. As a very simple example, suppose that there are only two possible outcomes, = {0,1}. We will always assume that higher numbers are better, so 0 is the bad outcome ('income deprived'), and 1 is the good outcome ('not income deprived'). In this situation, a population distribution is completely described by its share of individuals being income deprived. Table 1 shows distributions for three hypothetical populations.
In the one-dimensional case, f first-order dominates g if and only if any of the following (equivalent) conditions hold: 2 a) g can be obtained from f by a finite number of shifts of mass in f from one outcome to another that is worse.
b) Social welfare is at least as high for f than for g for any non-decreasing additively separable social welfare function, i.e. ∑ ( ) ( )
for any weakly increasing real function (•). c) ( ) ≤ ( ) for all ∈ , where (•) and (•) are the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) 3 corresponding to f and g.
Condition (a) provides the perhaps most intuitive definition of FOD. It provides a natural criterion for the case where one distribution is unambiguously better than another. Condition (b) is a robustness property in relation to social welfare comparisons and thus provides a link to welfare economics (and to expected utility theory in the case of a probability distribution). If there is FOD, social welfare will be at least as high for the dominating population no matter the functional form of the social welfare function as long as (•) is weakly increasing. For ordinal data, this condition on the social welfare functions simply means that outcomes can be ranked from worse to better. As noted in the Introduction, no additional assumptions are required. Condition (c) turns out to be equivalent to the first two conditions and is useful for checking FOD.
Checking one-dimensional FOD
In the one-dimensional case, FOD can be checked in a simple and effective way with direct application of Condition (c). To illustrate, consider the CDFs (•), (•), and (•) corresponding to the three mass functions, f, g, and h, respectively, cf. Table 1 . We have (0) = 0.35, (0) = 0.50, (0) = 0.40, and of course (1) = (1) = (1) = 1. These are shown in Figure 1 (the black line illustrates (⋅), the gray line illustrates (•), and the dotted line illustrates (•)).
As can be seen from the graph, ( ) ≤ ( ) ≤ ( ) for all ∈ . More precisely, (0) < (0) < (0) whereas (1) = (1) = (1) = 1. Hence f dominates both g and h.
Since
Condition (a) also provides an intuitive way of explaining dominances. For example, it can be seen from Table 1 that f dominates g since g can be obtained from f by shifting mass from one outcome to another that is worse. More precisely, shifting 15 percentage points from (1) to (0) in f yields exactly g.
Multidimensional FOD
Now suppose that the outcome is multidimensional. In the case of two dimensions, these could, for example, be income and health. In the case of three dimensions, one may wish to add education attainment, and so on.
Notations and definitions
Let Y be a finite set of (multidimensional) outcomes. A distribution of wellbeing of population A is described by a probability mass function f over Y, i.e. ∑ ( ) = 1 and ( ) ≥ 0 for all ∈ . Similarly, let the distributions of populations B and C be described by the probability mass functions g and h respectively.
To illustrate, suppose that the two dimensions each have two possible outcomes, 0 or 1. Thus, = {(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)}. One dimension could be income (dimension I) and the other dimension could be health (dimension II). Then the outcome (0,0) for a person means that she is deprived in both dimensions, while the outcome (1,0) means that she is not deprived in the first dimension (I) but deprived in the second dimension (II), and so on.
Suppose that three population mass functions f, g, and h are distributed as shown in Table 2 . Note that distributions over dimension I (income) in the right most column are identical to those in Table 1 representing a situation where the same populations are considered but now an additional dimension is taken into consideration.
In the case of multidimensional outcomes, f first-order dominates g if and only if any of the following (equivalent) conditions hold: 4 A) g can be obtained from f by a finite number of shifts of mass from one outcome to another that is worse.
B) Social welfare is weakly higher for f than for g for any non-decreasing additively separable social welfare function, i.e. ∑ ( ) ( ) ∈ ≥ ∑ ( ) ( ) ∈ for any weakly increasing real function (•).
for any lower comprehensive set ⊆ . 5
Each condition is the natural multidimensional extension of its counterpart for the onedimensional case. Again, note that condition (A) provides an intuitive criterion for one distribution being unambiguously better than another, (B) provides a foundation in welfare economics but one that is not conveniently amenable to testing, while (C) provides a directly testable condition that may not be particularly intuitive.
Checking multidimensional FOD
First, due to the intuitive nature, we appeal to condition (A). It can be seen from Table 2 that f dominates g since it is possible to obtain g from f by shifting population mass in f from better to worse outcomes. More precisely, shifting 15 percentage points of probability mass from (1,1) to (0,0) in f yields exactly g, which implies that f dominates g. The distribution f is thus unambiguously preferred to the distribution g. Note that the conclusion that f does not dominate h is in contrast to the one-dimensional case. This illustrates that the conclusions might change when more dimensions are added to the analysis. It is therefore important to bear in mind that an analysis applying few welfare indicators may conclude that one population dominates another whereas a multidimensional FOD analysis of the same populations with more indicators may be indeterminate. Attention should therefore be given to include important dimensions that cover overall wellbeing reasonably well.
As mentioned, condition (C) provides a direct method for checking multidimensional FOD. In our example, f dominates g if and only if the following four inequalities are jointly satisfied: 6 i) (0,0) ≥ (0,0)
ii) (0,0) + (0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (0,1)
iii) (0,0) + (1,0) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0) iv) (0,0) + (1,0) + (0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0) + (0,1). Table 2 in relation to the four inequalities above, it can be seen that, when comparing f and g, each of the four inequalities (i)-(iv) are (strictly) satisfied; (i) (0,0) ≥ (0,0) since 0.25 > 0.10, (ii) (0,0) + (0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (0,1) since 0.25 + 0.25 > 0.10 + 0.25, (iii) (0,0) + (1,0) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0) since 0.25 + 0.25 > 0.10 + 0.25, and (iv) (0,0) + (1,0) + (0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0) + (0,1) since 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 > 0.10 + 0.25 + 0.25. Hence, f dominates g as already observed. When comparing each of the other distribution pairs, it can easily be seen that at least one of the inequalities is violated. For example, when comparing f and h, inequalities (i)-(iii) are satisfied whereas inequality (iv) is not.
Considering the distributions in

Detecting FOD in practice
Criterion (C) provides a simple method for detecting dominance, which can be visually perceived in cases with few outcomes such as in the example with two binary indicators giving four different outcomes in total. However, the number of inequalities to be checked increases drastically when more dimensions and levels are added. For real world applications, computationally efficient algorithms for checking dominance are required (Range and Østerdal 2013) . Mosler and Scarsini (1991) and Dyckerhoff and Mosler (1997) show that, appealing to definition (A), checking FOD corresponds to determining if a certain linear programme has a feasible solution. The first empirical implementation of this approach was provided by Arndt et al. (2012) in a study of child poverty in Mozambique and Vietnam. FOD can thus be determined using a linear programming package.
Let A and B be two populations characterized by probability mass functions f and g respectively. For outcomes and ′ with ′ ≤ , let , ′ be the amount of probability mass transferred from outcome to ′. Note that the first subscript denotes the source of the transfer whereas the second denotes the destination. (1)
To provide an example, let us return to Table 2 . There, f dominates g since it is possible to obtain g from f by shifting 15 percentage points of probability mass from outcome (1,1) to (0,0), c.f. condition (A). In terms of the linear programme in (1), this implies that for = (0,0) and ′ = (1,1), ′ , = 0.15 in order for the equality to be fulfilled for = (0,0). Furthermore, for = (1,1) and ′ = (0,0), , ′ = 0.15 in order for the equality to be fulfilled for = (1,1). It is thus possible to fulfill all the constraints for all ∈ whereby f dominates g.
An implementation of the FOD approach using linear programming in GAMS is reviewed in Section 3.
Mitigating the limitations of FOD
As mentioned previously, due to the absence of strong assumptions such as predetermined weights, there are some inherent limitations to the FOD approach. First, when comparing two groups, no dominances may be found and hence the FOD approach might yield an indeterminate result. This provides little information about the populations' relative wellbeing, as was the case when considering f and h with multiple dimensions in Section 2.2.2. Second, the FOD approach provides no information about the strength of dominance. For example, if population A dominates population B, the FOD check itself provides no information as to whether A is marginally or substantially better than B. Both of these limitations can be mitigated using a bootstrapping approach as described in the following sub-section.
Bootstrapping
To mitigate the first and second limitations mentioned above, a bootstrapping procedure can be applied (Arndt et al. 2012) . In general, bootstrapping is a procedure that relies on random sampling with replacement from the original data set. When comparing population A and B, samples of size are drawn with replacement for each population group where ≤ , N being the number of individuals in that population in the original sample. In the bootstrap procedure outlined in Section 3, the samples are drawn in clusters from each stratum with = . When a cluster is drawn, all households in that cluster are drawn. Due to the drawing with replacement, each cluster (and thus household) may appear more than once. The FOD approach is then applied to each of the bootstrap samples. When these repeated bootstrap samples are compared using the FOD approach, the final output can be interpreted as an empirical probability that population A dominates population B since the original sample is a sub-sample from a larger population. These probabilities yield significantly more information than only applying FOD on the original data where, for example, an indeterminate result will make it impossible to draw further conclusions about the comparative wellbeing of the two populations. The bootstrapping procedure thus enables the analyst to extract some information about the strength of conclusion based on the probability of dominance under resampling.
For example, with bootstrapping, we may find that occasionally A dominates B and occasionally the inverse is true, but most of the time the results are indeterminate, i.e. rough equality of A and B. Alternatively, we may find that the probability that A dominates B is fairly high, the probability that B dominates A is very low or zero, and the probability of an indeterminate result is somewhat low, i.e. likely dominance of A over B, or we might find that A dominates B almost always, i.e. solid dominance of A over B.
As a concrete example, say that population A dominates B in 995 of the = 1,000 bootstrap samples and that A dominates C in 870 of the bootstrap samples. This corresponds to a 99.5 per cent chance of A dominating B and a 87 per cent change of A dominating C. In this example, A is thus better than C (likely dominance of A over C) and considerably better than B (solid dominance of A over B). If no dominations between B and C are obtained in the original sample, the ranking of these is ambiguous. However, if for example B dominates C in 4 (0.4 per cent) of the bootstrap samples whereas C dominates B in 80 (8 per cent) of the bootstrap samples, C is seemingly better than B (though rough equality of B and C) .
Furthermore, if one is willing to accept the tendency to outperform other groups as overall relative indicator of population wellbeing, it is possible to provide an intuitive ranking of all population groups via the Copeland (1951) method, which is analogous to the way in which teams are ranked by assigning points to wins, draws, and losses from matchups in a sports tournament. For instance, for each population group (n population groups in total), one can count how many of the ( − 1) other population groups it dominates and from that subtract the number of times it is dominated by these other groups. This yields a score in the interval [−( − 1), − 1] which can then be normalized to the interval [−1,1] (see e.g. Arndt et al. 2016) .
Implementation
This section briefly describes how to implement the FOD approach for analysis across space and/or time. The GAMS code for detecting dominances and the bootstrapping procedure is available from the authors upon request. First, one requires data. This can come in the form of Demographic and Health Surveys, census data, or data from living standards measurements (LSMS) type surveys, among other possibilities.
Second, one must organize the data into populations and then into groups whose welfare levels one would like to compare. There are enormous possibilities for populations and division into groups. An example of a population to study might be children aged 0-5. This population could be grouped by gender, province, and time period. One would then be setting up to examine whether, for example, girls aged 0-5 in province A at time T are better off than boys aged 0-5 in province A at time T alongside many other possible permutations. A second population example could be households and subsequent groups could be determined by the ethnicity of the household head. One would then be setting up to examine whether households headed by ethnic group A are better off than households headed by ethnic group B, and so forth.
Third, one must define welfare indicators. As noted, proper definition of indicators is critical. The indicators must apply to the population in question. If the population is children aged 0-5, then an indicator like school attendance is not relevant because children that young typically do not attend school. School attendance would more properly apply to the population of children aged 7-17. For children aged 0-5, relevant indicators often include anthropometric data, education level of the mother or primary caretaker, vaccination record, proximity and/or use of health services, and other similar indicators.
It is important to highlight that, while the FOD procedure admits in principle ordinal data, in practice, the procedure in GAMS is coded to consider only binary indicators. Hence, one might classify children aged 0-5 who are any one of stunted, under-weight, or wasted as deprived (0) in the anthropometrics dimension and all others as not deprived (1). Similarly, one might consider children whose primary caretaker has completed at least primary school as not deprived and all others as deprived. These cutoff points (e.g., complete primary school) are often important determinants of results and should be considered carefully. The end result should be a data set where each member of the population is an observation. Variables identify the group to which this population member belongs and the welfare status (deprived or not deprived) of the population member for each chosen welfare indicator.
Fourth, one must consider the number of indicators to employ for the analysis. With binary indicators, the number of permutations of welfare states increases by a factor of two with the addition of each indicator. Specifically, there are 2 permutations where is the number of indicators chosen. There are trade-offs here. More indicators imply a broader analysis. At the same time, more indictors lead to many more permutations eventually resulting in a very small number of observations occupying certain permutations even for very large data sets. For example, if one chooses to make comparisons on the basis of seven indicators, there are then 2 7 = 128 possible permutations. Example permutations include those deprived in all indicators (0,0,0,0,0,0,0), those not deprived in all indicators (1,1,1,1,1,1,1) , those not deprived in indicator one and deprived in all other indicators (1,0,0,0,0,0,0) and so forth (125 additional permutations). Because of this 'curse of dimensionality', the available code handles only up to seven indicators. Further, because we are often making comparisons between specific sub-groups (e.g., children aged 0-5 in region A at time T versus children aged 0-5 in region B at time T), the number of observations for these groups may be insufficient to adequately populate 128 permutations. In practice, five dimensions are often chosen resulting in 2 5 = 32 permutations. 8
Once the number of binary indicators has been chosen, it is straightforward to collapse the data to show the shares of each group by permutation. So, if a group is girls aged 0-5 in region A at time T and the number of welfare indicators is 5, then the sum of shares across the 32 welfare permutations should be equal to one. This procedure generates the distributions for each group.
Finally, these distributions are then fed into the GAMS programme that compares groups to one another. This generates one set of comparisons using the original data. Codes are also in place to draw bootstrap samples from the original data in order to run multiple comparisons and thus estimate a probability of domination. The bootstrap procedure is applied to the data generated at the third step discussed above. The GAMS programme uses the linear programming approach outlined in Section 2.2.3 to detect dominance. A series of outputs are also automatically generated including scores and rankings based on a Copeland approach.
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Further considerations
Faster solution algorithms
The linear programming approach presented provides a practical method for checking FOD for many applied problems. For most applications, the method is computationally fast enough to allow for a great number of pairwise comparisons as well as, if desired, hundreds of bootstrap repetitions for each pair of distributions compared. In applications with multiple binary indicators, the linear programming method is particularly suitable. 9
However, the linear programming approach is not the fastest possible way to make FOD comparisons. Using a network flow formulation of the problem, as outlined in Preston (1974) or Hansel and Troallic (1978) , it is possible to check FOD via computation of the maximum flow. As discussed in Range and Østerdal (2013) , the problem of checking FOD for multidimensional distributions can also be formulated as a special bipartite network problem related to the classical transportation problem. Generally, these formulations are computationally faster than the linear programming method. In particular, for the bivariate case, Range and Østerdal (2013) provide an algorithm for checking FOD where the worst-case computational complexity grows linearly in the size of the problem (determined by the total number of outcomes).
Alternative dominance criterion
There are many other dominance criteria in the literature than FOD. In general, the alternative dominance criteria all impose stronger underlying assumptions on the underlying utility/social welfare functions. A comprehensive overview of alternative dominance criteria is outside the scope of this paper (see e.g. Shaked and Shanthikumar 2007, for an extensive review). However, we will compare FOD with the lower-orthant dominance ordering, which is one of the most frequently used alternative dominance criteria in welfare economics.
Orthant stochastic orderings
As mentioned in the Introduction, the FOD approach differs from the criteria for robust welfare comparisons of the Atkinson-Bourguignon type (see Atkinson and Bourguignon 1982; Atkinson and Bourguignon 1987; Bourguignon 1989; Atkinson 1992) . These are variations of orthant stochastic orderings (see Dyckerhoff and Mosler 1997) even though the name first-order dominance has sometimes been used synonymously with orthant stochastic orderings in the welfare economics literature (e.g. Atkinson and Bourguignon 1982) . If one assumes substitutability between dimensions (as e.g. Duclos and Échevin 2011, where substitutability between health and income is assumed, i.e. an underlying utility function with a negative cross partial derivative), a criterion less restrictive than FOD can be used. In particular, f orthant dominates g if and only if
The label (C 0 ) is used to indicate that this condition relates to condition (C) in the case of multidimensional FOD in Section 2.2.1. However, condition (C 0 ) is less restrictive than (C). This implies that condition (C 0 ) may be satisfied even though conditions (A), (B), and (C) are not. For a two-dimensional comparison with binary indicators (as in Table 2) , f orthant dominates g if and only if each of the following three conditions are satisfied:
ii 0 ) (0,0) + (0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (0,1)
iii 0 ) (0,0) + (1,0) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0).
The labels i 0 -iii 0 are used to indicate that these conditions relate to conditions i-iii in Section 2.2.2. Note that the fourth inequality (iv) need not be satisfied for orthant dominance. Returning to f and h in Table 2 , recall that neither f first-order dominates h, nor does h first-order dominate f. However, in the case of orthant dominance, it can be seen that; (i 0 ) ℎ(0,0) ≥ (0,0) since 0.30 > 0.10, (ii 0 ) ℎ(0,0) + ℎ(0,1) ≥ (0,0) + (0,1) since 0.30 + 0.10 > 0.10 + 0.25, and (iii 0 ) ℎ(0,0) + ℎ(1,0) ≥ (0,0) + (1,0) since 0.30 + 0.10 > 0.10 + 0.25. Hence f orthant dominates h even though f does not first-order dominate h.
Conclusion
Population wellbeing is increasingly recognized as a multidimensional phenomenon that is not adequately described by a single dimension (e.g. by income only). Several methods of measuring and comparing welfare have been proposed where application of a weighting-or counting scheme to different dimensions is used. It is often, however, difficult to determine these weights.
Due to the sensitivity of the outcome to the weights applied, different conclusions about welfare rankings are likely to occur if the weighting scheme differs from one analysis to another. While comparisons using, for example, lower orthant (stochastic) orderings following Atkinson and Bourguignon (1982) are considerably more 'robust' than applying weighting schemes, they typically apply conditions formulated in terms of the second (or higher) order partial cross derivative and do not apply to ordinal data.
The first-order (stochastic) dominance (FOD) approach requires only that the outcomes in each dimension can be ranked from worse to better. The FOD approach can be applied to ordinal multidimensional data, enabling the analyst to perform wellbeing comparisons across population groups with a minimum of assumptions imposed. FOD is thus robust across all possible weighting schemes. This advantage is accompanied by limitations in that the FOD approach can yield indeterminate outcomes and does not directly provide information with respect to degree of dominance. A bootstrapping approach can be used to obtain more information thus mitigating these limitations. Moreover, a Copeland approach can be used to obtain a ranking (i.e. a complete and transitive ordering) of all groups being compared.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that even though the FOD approach and bootstrapping procedure enable the analyst to rank population welfare without assumptions about weights, the analysis should ideally be performed together with alternative welfare measurements, which provide cardinal information about the relative size of wellbeing differences under fixed weights assumptions. As Ferreira (2011) puts it, looking at a few core, truly irreducible, dimensions and applying dominance analysis (as well as a number of indicies), is likely to contribute to the design and targeting of policy actions. Thus, FOD comparisons should form a part of a broader population wellbeing analysis strategy. Figure 1 : CDFs, F(x), G(x), and H(x), one-dimensional Source: Authors' hypothetical example from Table 1 . Source: Authors' hypothetical example.
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